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Abstract—Fast instruction decoding is a true challenge for the design of CISC microprocessors implementing variable-length

instructions. A well-known solution to overcome this problem is caching decoded instructions in a hardware buffer. Fetching already

decoded instructions avoids the need for decoding them again, improving processor performance. However, introducing such

special-purpose storage in the processor design involves an important increase in the fetch architecture complexity. In this paper, we

propose a novel decoding architecture that reduces the fetch engine implementation cost. Instead of using a special-purpose hardware

buffer, our proposal stores frequently decoded instructions in the memory hierarchy. The address where the decoded instructions are

stored is kept in the branch prediction mechanism, enabling it to guide our decoding architecture. This makes it possible for the processor

front end to fetch already decoded instructions from the memory instead of the original nondecoded instructions. Our results show that

using our decoding architecture, a state-of-the-art superscalar processor achieves competitive performance improvements, while

requiring less chip area and energy consumption in the fetch architecture than a hardware code caching mechanism.

Index Terms—Superscalar processor design, CISC instruction decoding, variable-length ISA, branch predictor, code caching.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SEVERAL current microprocessors like the Intel Pentium
family [1] implement CISC instruction set architectures.

Processing these CISC instructions requires higher design
complexity than processing simple fixed-size RISC instruc-
tions. A widespread strategy to deal with CISC instructions
is to decode them into simple RISC microoperations, which
can be efficiently managed and executed by the processor
back end. In this context, fast instruction fetch and decoding
becomes critical for feeding the processor back end with
enough instructions to keep the execution engine busy and
thus achieve high performance.

However, it is not easy to design a fast decoding
mechanism for CISC microprocessors. CISC instructions
can have variable length, and a complex logic is required to
decode instructions that can start at any byte address and can
be translated into one or several microoperations. The
decoding mechanism of the Intel P6 architecture is a clear
example [2]. A complex instruction that produces multiple
microoperations can only be decoded when it is the first
instruction decoded in a cycle. This means that the decoding

logic stalls when it finds a complex instruction that is not in

the first decoding slot. The decoding process cannot continue

until the next cycle, when the complex instruction reaches

the first decoding slot after all the preceding instructions

have been decoded. On the average, we have found that

18 percent of dynamic instructions are complex instructions

in our benchmark programs. Consequently, this decoding

strategy seriously limits the decoding speed. In other words,

although the fetch architecture of a CISC processor provides

high instruction fetch bandwidth, it could be not enough if

decoding the fetched instructions becomes a bottleneck.
A well-known mechanism to overcome this problem is

the trace cache [3], [4], [5]. The trace cache fetch architecture

provides high fetch performance by buffering and reusing

dynamic instruction traces. These traces are portions of the

dynamic program execution that may contain multiple

basic blocks, that is, several branches regardless of them

being taken or not. Traces are dynamically built after their

instructions have been decoded. Thus, the instructions

stored in the trace cache are already decoded, which means

that there is no need to decode the instructions fetched from

it. As a result, the complexity of decoding instructions is

removed from the critical path most of the time, since the

instructions should only be decoded when there is a trace

cache miss.
Fig. 1 shows the performance slowdown caused by the

P6 decoding strategy in a processor implementing a trace

cache fetch architecture similar to the one described in [6].

These performance results, measured in microoperations

per cycle, are obtained using the superscalar processor

model described in Section 5. Data are provided for

10 programs from the SPECint2000 benchmark suite,

compiled using the x86 instruction set architecture, and

for two different processor widths. The baseline processor
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uses an ideal decoding mechanism able to decode as many
instructions per cycle as the processor width.

Assuming that the trace cache stores nondecoded
instructions, it is clear that the decoding bottleneck becomes
a serious performance limiting factor due to the frequent
appearance of instructions that should be decoded to
multiple microoperations. A 4-instruction-wide processor
suffers from an average of 8 percent performance degrada-
tion, which ranges from 3 percent in 175.vpr to 25 percent in
176.gcc. This bottleneck becomes more harmful for a wider
processor, since it requires more instructions per cycle to
keep its execution engine busy. An 8-instruction-wide
processor suffers from an average of 17 percent perfor-
mance degradation, which ranges from 6 percent in
300.twolf to 59 percent in 253.perlbmk.

However, if the trace cache is able to store already
decoded instructions, the average performance slowdown is
greatly reduced, being below 2 percent for all benchmarks in
both processor setups. This means that the trace cache fetch
architecture is an effective way for overcoming the instruc-
tion decoding bottleneck, but it is achieved at the cost of
increasing the complexity of the fetch architecture. The trace
cache needs more chip area and suffers from higher
temperature and energy consumption than simpler fetch
architectures organized around basic blocks. Fetching
instruction traces requires not only a special-purpose
storage—the trace cache—but also a secondary fetch me-
chanism for fetching instructions in case of a trace cache miss.

This paper proposes an alternative for exploiting the
benefits of fetching already decoded instructions, while
avoiding the increase in the fetch engine complexity caused
by hardware code caching techniques like the trace cache.
Our proposal is to store already decoded instructions in a
special memory area allocated by the operating system for
the program being executed. This memory area, namely, the
Decoded Instruction Area (DIA), is managed using the
branch prediction architecture. DIA contains blocks of
already decoded instructions that correspond to the fetch
blocks used as basic prediction units. When a new block of
decoded instructions is introduced in DIA, the branch
prediction mechanism is informed about the address where
the decoded instructions are stored. Thus, when the branch
prediction mechanism provides the address of a fetch block
containing already decoded instructions, the fetch engine

will be able to fetch decoded instructions from DIA instead
of the original nondecoded instructions.

The operating system involvement lets our proposal take
advantage from the hardware TLB translation and the
operating system paging mechanism, just requiring to
modify the operating system loader. In this sense, DIA is
not like traditional code caching designs implemented in
software. The main difference between DIA and other
software code caching techniques such as Dynamo [7] and
Code Morphing [8] is that the branch predictor is used to
guide the mechanism. Consequently, DIA does not require
any software overhead, since any code fragments are
created beyond the basic prediction units. Moreover, these
code fragments do not require to be rewritten in any way
because they are naturally linked at runtime by the branch
predictor itself.

Our decoding architecture can be implemented in
conjunction with any branch prediction architecture. In this
paper, we describe how to combine our proposal with the
Fetch Target Buffer (FTB) branch prediction architecture [9],
[10] and the stream fetch engine [11], [12]. Our results show
that both the FTB-DIA and the Stream-DIA combinations
are able to provide already decoded instructions most of the
time, which allows our decoding architecture to achieve an
important performance improvement over a processor
implementing the P6 decoding strategy.

On the average, an 8-wide processor achieves 14 percent
performance improvement when using either FTB-DIA or
Stream-DIA. This improvement is comparable to the
improvement achieved by a trace cache, but requiring lower
implementation cost and complexity. In particular, Stream-
DIA proves to be the most complexity-effective alternative.
FTB-DIA requires 18 percent more area and 21 percent more
energy consumption than Stream-DIA due to its more
complex predictor structure, while the trace cache requires
40 percent more area and 36 percent more energy con-
sumption than Stream-DIA due to its need for a secondary
fetch engine to build traces. These results make Stream-DIA
an excellent choice to balance cost and performance in front-
end design for CISC processors with variable-length
instructions.

2 THE DECODED INSTRUCTION AREA

Our proposal is based on storing already decoded instruc-
tions in the memory hierarchy. In order to do this, we use a
fixed-size memory area called the DIA. DIA is allocated for
the program being executed. When the operating system
loads the program, it allocates DIA just like it allocates other
segments. The DIA size is determined by the operating
system loader for each particular machine implementation.
The operating system communicates the DIA size to the
processor by storing it in a special-purpose register.

Fig. 2 shows a simplified view of the structure of the
memory allocated for a program using our decoding
architecture. Like for the other segments, the loader assigns
a number of pages in the logical address space for DIA. This
means that DIA pages go through TLB translation, have the
same operating system protection mechanisms, and can be
swapped out just like any other memory page. Therefore, the
operating system just requires slight modifications in the
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Fig. 1. Performance slowdown against ideal decoding of a superscalar

processor implementing a P6-like decoding strategy and a trace cache

assuming that the trace cache stores nondecoded instructions.



loader. It does not involve any compatibility problem with

legacy codes because after updating the operating system,

there is no need to modify the code of any application.

2.1 Interaction with the Branch Predictor

The storage of decoded instructions in DIA is guided by the

branch prediction mechanism. Modern branch prediction

architectures are organized to use sequences of instructions

as basic prediction units [9], [11], [12], [13]. Each of these

sequences of instructions constitutes a full fetch block

finalized by a branch instruction. The starting address of a

fetch block is used as index to access the branch prediction

tables. Then, the branch predictor generates a prediction,

which provides all the information required to fetch the full

sequence of instructions and determine the starting address

of the next fetch block.
Our decoding architecture takes advantage of the fact

that the branch predictor is updated during the commit

stage, when all the instructions belonging to a fetch block

have committed. At this point, all these instructions are

already decoded, and thus, our decoding architecture is

able to store them in DIA. Therefore, the branch predictor is

updated not only with the information required to predict

the fetch block in the future but also with the memory

address where a decoded version of the fetch block is

stored. The next time this fetch block is predicted, the fetch

architecture will search for the decoded version instead of

the original nondecoded version, avoiding the need for

decoding the instructions again.
The fetch blocks are stored in DIA following the order in

which they are decoded. When a program starts execution,

a pointer to the beginning of DIA is kept. As shown in

Fig. 2, this pointer indicates the first free memory position

of DIA where a decoded fetch block can be stored. When a

new decoded fetch block is stored in the memory, the

pointer is advanced to the end of the fetch block, that is, the

new beginning of the free space.
The pointer never goes backward. DIA is flushed if the

pointer reaches the end of the memory space assigned to

DIA, that is, all the decoded fetch blocks stored in DIA are

invalidated. Invalidating the fetch blocks stored in memory

does not require modifying the memory contents. It is only

necessary to return the DIA pointer to the beginning of DIA,

as well as to invalidate the starting addresses of the decoded

fetch blocks in the branch predictor. After that process, DIA

is ready again to store new decoded instructions.

2.2 Interaction with the Memory Hierarchy

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of our decoding architecture.

Like for the Pentium 4 processor [1], the pipeline has two

paths: the fast path and the slow path. The fast path assumes

that the instructions are already decoded, and thus, it does

not use the CISC decoders, which are energy-intensive and a

performance bottleneck. The slow path is the emergency path

containing the complex CISC decoders. The instructions in

the fast path must never arrive to rename before any older

instruction that is still in the slow path.
Our cache model is virtually indexed, as well as

physically tagged. Physical tags avoid the problem of

synonym aliasing, while virtual indexes enable fast access

to caches. Therefore, TLB accesses are not required to start

cache accesses, but they are required to check the tags. This

means that a TLB access is needed to update DIA contents

during commit. Fortunately, DIA just needs a few pages in

the logical memory space, and thus, the number of TLB

conflicts does not suffer from a significant increase.

Furthermore, a very small TLB could be included in the

commit stage. This commit TLB would be a low-cost solution

to avoid driving signals from the commit stage to the

instruction TLB, which could be laid out far away in the chip.
According to the locality principle, new decoded fetch

blocks must be kept near the processor to achieve high

performance. Therefore, they are not directly written to

main memory but to the second-level cache. In order to

minimize off-chip memory traffic, our second-level unified

instruction/data cache uses a write-back policy. Therefore,

the decoded fetch blocks are stored in the main memory

only when they are replaced from the second-level cache.
It is important to note that our proposal is absolutely

transparent to the first-level instruction cache, and thus, no

changes are required to the interface between this cache and

the rest of the pipeline. It is also interesting to note that our

second-level cache model has a single access port, which is

shared by both the first-level instruction and data caches.

This means that our decoding architecture does not need an

extra access port. Every new decoded fetch block is

introduced in a write buffer. The decoded fetch block will

be stored in the second-level cache when the access port is

free. Both instruction and data accesses are prioritized over

storing decoded fetch blocks in the second-level cache.
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Fig. 2. Simplified view of the structure of the memory allocated by the

operating system for a program using the DIA decoding architecture.

Fig. 3. The DIA decoding architecture.



2.3 Consistency of the Decoded Instructions

The decoded instructions stored in DIA must always be
consistent with their associated original nondecoded ver-
sion, but programs that modify themselves during execu-
tion change this relationship. Modern processors feature
some kind of mechanism to invalidate instruction cache
entries when a change in the code is detected. In the
HP PA-RISC architecture [14], the program is expected to
explicitly invalidate the instruction cache contents, forcing
the cache to be refilled from memory. Other architectures
like the Transmeta Crusoe [8] or the Intel Pentium 4 [1]
feature some write-protecting mechanism of the memory
pages being used by the programs. Self-modifying code is
detected when a store tries to write in a protected page and
then the cache contents are invalidated.

Our proposal can profit from any of these synchronizing
techniques. Whatever the technique used, DIA is flushed
when the instruction cache is invalidated. This strategy has
the particular advantage that there is no need for detecting
accesses to the memory pages assigned to DIA, which would
be problematic because they are not write protected. More
efficient techniques could be developed, but it is out of the
scope of this work, since our benchmark programs do not
modify their code during execution. Nevertheless, as flush-
ing DIA is a very conservative model, it completely assures
consistency.

3 COMBINING DIA WITH THE FETCH

TARGET BUFFER

The FTB branch prediction architecture [9] is shown in
Fig. 4a. This architecture constitutes a fully autonomous

prediction engine capable of following a speculative path
without further assistance. In each cycle, the branch
predictor generates the fetch address for the next cycle
and a fetch request that is stored in a Fetch Target Queue
(FTQ). The instruction cache is then driven by the requests
stored in the FTQ, effectively decoupling branch prediction
from the memory access.

3.1 FTB Design

The FTB itself is a buffer that stores the information required
to identify fetch blocks. A fetch block is composed by a
sequence of instructions, stored in memory, which starts at a
branch target and ends in a strongly biased taken branch.
This mechanism allows strongly biased not taken branches to
be embedded within a fetch block, increasing the fetch width
without increasing implementation cost; as such, not taken
branches can be easily predicted by simply ignoring them.

Given a fetch address, the FTB provides the length of the
fetch block starting at that address, that is, the number of
instructions belonging to the fetch block. The FTB also
provides the type of the branch instruction finalizing the
fetch block. If it is a conditional branch, then a conditional
branch predictor is used to decide whether the branch is
taken or not. Our model uses one of the most accurate state-
of-the-art conditional branch predictors: The perceptron
predictor [15]. If the branch finalizing the fetch block is a
return instruction, a Return Address Stack (RAS) is used to
obtain its target address [16]. Finally, if the branch
instruction is an indirect branch, a special-purpose indirect
branch predictor is used to obtain its target address [17]. All
together, these four structures determine the destination of
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Fig. 4. The FTB branch prediction architecture. (a) Block diagram. (b) FTB structure.



the branch finalizing the fetch block, which will be used as
fetch address in the next cycle.

Combining DIA with the FTB branch prediction archi-
tecture is straightforward [10]. As described in Section 2,
the FTB should keep not only the information required to
provide a fetch block but also the address where the
decoded version of the fetch block is stored. Storing the
information of decoded fetch blocks requires adding new
fields to the FTB, which are shown in Fig. 4b: The address
where the decoded fetch block is stored, the decoded fetch
block length (measured in bytes, since instructions may
have different sizes), and a bit that indicates whether this
information is valid or not. This bit is set to one when the
data of a new decoded fetch block is introduced in the FTB.
The valid bit is reset to zero if the fetch block is replaced
from the FTB or after a DIA flush. We have checked using
CACTI [18] that adding the new fields does not increase the
number of cycles required to access the FTB and obtain a
prediction. In addition, the increase in the branch predictor
area is less than 30 percent, since the tag array is
unmodified and no additional access port is required.

3.2 Decoded Fetch Block Selection

It is not necessary to store in DIA all the fetch blocks that
appear during the execution of a program. Most program
execution is concentrated in a reduced number of fetch
blocks. In particular, we have found that 14 percent of the
static fetch blocks that appear during the execution of our
benchmark programs are responsible for 90 percent of the
whole execution. Therefore, in order to efficiently use DIA,
only those fetch blocks that are frequently executed should
be stored.

To achieve this, we have added a hysteresis counter to
each FTB entry, as shown in Fig. 4b. The hysteresis counter
is used to decide whether a fetch block should be replaced
from the FTB. When the predictor is updated with a new
fetch block, the corresponding counter is increased if the
new fetch block matches with the fetch block already stored
in the selected entry. Otherwise, the counter is decreased,
and if it reaches zero, the whole predictor entry is replaced
with the new data, setting the counter to one. If the
decreased counter does not reach zero, the new data are
discarded.

A fetch block is stored in DIA only when the counter
saturates, that is, when it reaches its maximum value. If the
counter saturates, the decoded fetch block is stored in DIA,
and the data required to access it are stored in the FTB, setting
the valid bit to one. We have found that 4-bit hysteresis
counters, increased and decreased by one, provide the best
results. Therefore, a decoded fetch block is not introduced in
DIA until it is executed at least 15 times. This number could be
higher if a different fetch block tries to use the same table entry
and decrements the hysteresis counter before it saturates.

If a decoded fetch block is replaced from the FTB, the
address where its decoded version resides is lost, and it
cannot be accessed again. However, it does not mean that
the decoded fetch block is removed from DIA. The decoded
fetch block remains in DIA and becomes garbage, since its
memory space cannot be reused until DIA is flushed. In
case the fetch block is decoded again, it should be stored a
second time in DIA, using a new memory position, thus

wasting memory space. Fortunately, this situation happens
a negligible percentage of the time, since our FTB hit rate is
usually more than 98 percent.

4 COMBINING DIA WITH THE STREAM

FETCH ENGINE

The stream fetch engine [11], [12], which is shown in Fig. 5a,
uses instruction streams as fetch blocks. A stream is a
sequence of instructions, physically adjacent in memory,
which starts at the target of a taken branch and finalizes at the
next taken branch. The behavior of the branches contained
inside the stream is implicit in the definition: All inter-
mediate branches are not taken, and the last branch is taken.

The combination of our decoding architecture with the
stream fetch engine will store decoded streams in DIA
instead of decoded FTB fetch blocks. The main difference
between an instruction stream and an FTB fetch block is that
while FTB fetch blocks ignore biased not taken branches, the
streams ignore all not taken branches. This means that
instruction streams are longer than FTB fetch blocks,
improving the fetch engine performance and, thus, the
overall processor performance.

The core of this fetch engine is the next-stream predictor,
a specialized branch predictor that provides stream-level
sequencing. Given a fetch address, i.e., the current stream
starting address, the stream predictor provides the current
stream length, which indicates where the taken branch that
finalizes the stream is. The predictor also provides the next
stream starting address, which is used as the fetch address
for the next cycle.

If the branch terminating the stream is a return
instruction, a RAS [16] is used to predict its target address.
However, unlike the FTB branch prediction architecture, the
stream fetch engine does not require a separate conditional
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Fig. 5. The stream fetch engine. (a) Block diagram. (b) Cascaded stream

predictor.



branch predictor or a separate indirect branch predictor,
which simplifies the fetch engine design. The current stream
starting address and the current stream length form a fetch
request that is stored in an FTQ. The fetch requests stored in
the FTQ are then used to drive the instruction cache.

4.1 Stream Predictor Design

Accurate stream prediction requires using path correlation
with previously executed streams. To obtain an index into
the prediction table, the fetch address and the contents of a
history register with starting addresses of previous streams
are hashed together using the same Depth-Older-Last-
Current (DOLC) indexing scheme implemented in the trace
predictor [19].

However, not all streams need path correlation to be
accurately predicted. The next-stream predictor [11], [12]
exploits this fact by implementing a cascaded structure [20],
[21], which is shown in Fig. 5b. The prediction table is
divided into two: A first-level table indexed only by the
fetch address and a second-level table indexed using path
correlation. A stream is introduced in the second level only
if it is not accurately predicted by the first level. Therefore,
those streams that do not need correlation are kept in the
first level, preventing them from using correlation and thus
avoiding unnecessary aliasing.

In order to generate a prediction, both levels are looked
up in parallel. If there is a second-level table hit, its
prediction is used. Otherwise, the prediction of the first-
level table is used. The second-level prediction is prioritized
because it is supposed to be more accurate than the first
level due to the use of path correlation. However, the use of
correlation also involves redundancy, that is, each stream is
stored several times in the second-level table (one per each
path followed to its starting address).

If a decoded stream is stored in DIA each time the second
level is updated, the same decoded stream will be stored
several times, wasting the available memory space. To avoid
this, our stream decoding architecture only uses the first level
for storing the information of decoded streams. The first level
is indexed using just the fetch address, that is, the stream
starting address. This involves that a stream is stored once
and only once in the first-level table, avoiding unnecessary
redundancy in DIA. As described for the FTB-DIA combina-
tion in Section 3, storing the information of decoded streams
requires adding new fields to the first-level table: The
decoded stream starting address, the decoded stream length,
and a valid bit. We have also checked using CACTI [18] that
these new fields cause less than 30 percent area increase and
have no impact on the stream predictor access latency.

Therefore, only first-level predictions are able to provide
the address where a decoded stream is stored with all its
related information. If a stream is predicted by the first
level, the decoded stream data can be directly used to fetch
the stream. However, if a stream is predicted by the second
level, the decoded stream data should be found in the
corresponding first-level prediction. The length of both the
first-level and the second-level predictions must be com-
pared to assure that both levels predict the same sequence
of instructions. If both levels predict the same stream
length, the decoded stream data provided by the first level
can be used despite the fact that the real prediction is done

by the second level. Note that although the length provided
by both predictions is the same, the target address of the
two predicted streams could be different. Fortunately, more

than 85 percent of second-level predictions coincide with
the length provided by the first level, which makes this
technique an efficient way of reducing redundancy in DIA.

4.2 Efficient DIA Usage

In order to efficiently use the available memory, DIA should
keep only the frequently executed streams. As described in

Section 3, our decoding architecture achieves this by using
hysteresis counters. The original stream predictor design
[11], [12] used hysteresis counters to decide if a stream

should be replaced from the prediction table. Our decoding
architecture uses these counters for a new purpose: A
decoded stream is only stored in DIA when the correspond-

ing first-level table hysteresis counter saturates. We have
found that 4-bit hysteresis counters, increased and de-
creased by one, provide the best results.

However, there is an additional source of redundancy in

this architecture. When a decoded stream is replaced from
the first-level table, the address where its decoded version
resides is lost. If the stream is decoded again in the future, it

should be stored a second time in DIA, using a new memory
position and thus wasting memory space. This is not a
significant problem for the FTB branch predictor architec-

ture because it does not store overlapping fetch blocks. If a
taken branch is found halfway through a fetch block, the
fetch block is split into two smaller parts. On the contrary,

the stream fetch architecture allows for overlapping streams,
choosing the appropriate one for each instance. Overlapping
streams start at the same address so they should be kept in

the same first-level table entry. Therefore, the probability of
replacing a stream from the first-level table is higher than
the probability of replacing a fetch block from the FTB.

Intuitively, decoded streams should not be commonly
replaced. A stream is replaced because its 4-bit hysteresis
counter reaches zero. However, it is not easy that the counter
of a decoded stream reaches zero, not only because it has

previously reached the maximum value, but also because
the decoded stream is supposed to be frequently executed.
This means that another frequently executed stream is

trying to use the same table entry. Guided by this reasoning,
we have measured how often each prediction table entry is
replaced, finding that most replacements are concentrated in

a low number of entries where two frequently executed
streams collide.

Our stream decoding architecture takes advantage of this

fact by using a small decoded stream victim cache [22].
When an already decoded stream is replaced from the first-
level prediction table, it is stored in the victim cache. Each

time the information of a new decoded stream is stored in
the predictor, the victim cache is looked up. If the new
stream is in the victim cache, it has already been decoded

and stored in DIA. Therefore, the victim cache provides the
memory address where the decoded stream is stored,
removing the need for storing the decoded stream again.

This also means that the victim cache should be flushed
whenever DIA is flushed.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The results presented in this paper have been obtained
using a trace-driven simulation of a superscalar processor.
Our simulator uses a static basic block dictionary to allow
simulating the effects of wrong path execution. This model
includes the simulation of wrong speculative predictor
history updates, as well as the possible interference and
prefetching effects on the instruction cache. Wrong-path
instructions are never introduced in DIA, since they never
commit.

5.1 The Trace Cache Fetch Architecture

Our simulator models the combination of our decoding
architecture with the FTB branch prediction architecture [9],
[10] described in Section 3 and the stream fetch engine [11],
[12] described in Section 4. For comparison purposes, we
also model a well-known mechanism for providing high
fetch and decode bandwidth: The trace cache. We do not
model a real trace cache design like the one used by the
Intel Pentium 4 processor [1] because not all implementa-
tion details are public. Instead, we model the generic trace
cache fetch architecture originally described in [6], which is
shown in Fig. 6.

With the purpose of approximating the public details
known about the Pentium 4 fetch architecture, we com-
pletely substitute the first-level instruction cache with a
trace cache, and thus, trace cache misses are attended by the
second-level cache. In order to assure a fair comparison with
DIA, we have evaluated several trace cache setups, using
and not using a separate instruction cache. We have found
that the model presented here provides better results in
terms of both overall performance and energy consumption.

In addition, we have enhanced this model by adding an
FTQ [9] and hysteresis counters. Both the FTQ and the
hysteresis counters behave like the corresponding elements
in the DIA architecture: The FTQ decouples the next-trace
predictor from the trace cache, while the hysteresis counters
assure that only frequently executed traces are stored in the
trace cache.

We faithfully implement the trace predictor described in
[19], including alternate prediction. Trace predictions are
stored in the FTQ, which feeds the trace cache with trace
identifiers. An interleaved Branch Target Buffer (BTB) and a
RAS [16] are used to build traces in the case of a trace cache
miss. The BTB uses 2-bit saturating counters to predict the
direction of conditional branches when a trace prediction is
not available. This mechanism makes it possible to obtain

instructions from the memory hierarchy and build new
traces at a fast rate.

All the evaluated prediction architectures use a RAS to
predict the target address of return instructions. However,
the trace cache fetch architecture only uses the RAS during
the trace building process. Instead of using a RAS, the trace
predictor manages return instructions using a Return
History Stack (RHS) [19], which keeps the trace history
before the corresponding function call. The trace predictor
does not use a history of previous trace starting addresses
but a history of previous trace identifiers, and thus, the RHS
is more efficient for trace prediction than a RAS.

5.2 Simulator Setup

We simulate two processor setups, a 4-wide and an 8-wide
superscalar processor, both having a 20-stage pipeline. All
microoperations are supposed to be 4 bytes long when they
are stored in DIA or in the trace cache. We assume that in
order to drive the corresponding signals, decoding requires
three stages no matter whether the processed instructions
are already decoded or not. This strategy also assures that
the instructions already decoded do not arrive to rename
before any older instruction that must be decoded using the
CISC hardware decoders. The main values of our simula-
tion setup are shown in Table 1.

The first-level instruction cache has a single access port
and 64-Kbyte hardware budget. The trace cache fetch
architecture replaces the instruction cache with a 64-Kbyte
trace cache. The trace predictor is indexed using the DOLC
scheme described in [19]. The stream predictor and the
separate indirect branch predictor needed by the FTB
architecture are indexed using the same DOLC scheme. We
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Fig. 6. The trace cache fetch architecture.

TABLE 1
Processors’ Setup



have explored a wide range of setups for all the evaluated
prediction structures and selected the best one found.

The prediction tables modeled have a realistic three-cycle
access latency, which has been calculated using CACTI [18]
for a 0.10-�m technology. The overriding prediction
technique [23] is used for tolerating the FTB access latency.
The stream and trace predictors do not need an overriding
predictor due to the long size of traces [24]. In addition, all
predictors are decoupled from the corresponding instruc-
tion fetch mechanism using a four-entry FTQ. We have
found that a larger FTQ does not provide additional
performance improvements for the evaluated fetch models.

5.3 Benchmark Programs

We simulate 10 SPEC 2000 integer benchmarks.1 Although
we were not able to include data for programs with larger
footprints, using SPECint2000 is not necessarily the best
scenario for our proposal. Larger footprints will stress DIA
more than integer programs, but they will also stress the
trace cache. The advantage of DIA is that its size could be
adjusted to find the optimal value for a particular program
type, while the trace cache size is fixed by hardware design.
Thus, larger footprints would highlight that DIA is still able
to provide similar performance to the trace cache, as we
show in Section 6 for the benchmark 186.crafty.

We have compiled our benchmarks using the gcc 3.3.2
compiler with -O2 optimization level in an Intel Pentium 4
server under Red Hat Linux 7.1. A better compiler using
code layout optimizations would have provided a higher
quality code. However, as shown in [12], this kind of
optimizations is less beneficial for the trace cache than for
the FTB and stream fetch architectures, since the trace cache
dynamically lays out the code together.

The x86 traces were collected from these benchmarks
using the PIN instrumentation tool [25]. These traces contain
300 million x86 instructions obtained by executing the
reference input set. We have analyzed the distribution of
basic blocks as described in [26] in order to find the most
representative execution segment for each benchmark.
Finally, since the actual x86 microoperation model is not
available for us, we translate the x86 instructions into
microoperations using a decoding scheme based on the
model provided by the rePLay transmogrifier tool [27]. The
transmogrifier model leads to a scenario where just 18
percent dynamic instructions generate multiple microopera-
tions, ranging from 11 percent in 176.gcc to 24 percent in
253.perlbmk.

6 DIA EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the DIA decoding architecture.
In order to understand DIA behavior, we explore the
relationship of our architecture with both the memory
hierarchy and the branch predictor. Then, we evaluate the
performance of our proposal, as well as its efficiency in
terms of chip area and energy consumption.

6.1 Memory Space Used

The total amount of memory space used by DIA determines

its potential. Fig. 7 shows the memory space required to

store all the instructions dynamically decoded by FTB-DIA

and Stream-DIA. Stream-DIA needs slightly more memory

space than FTB-DIA to store the decoded instructions due to

redundancy. The stream fetch engine allows overlapping

streams, and thus, it is more likely for Stream-DIA to store

the same decoded instructions several times. The hysteresis

counters make it possible to alleviate this problem, guaran-

teeing that only frequently executed instructions are stored

in DIA. Indeed, if the hysteresis counters are not used, the

memory space required would be six times higher due to the

waste caused by storing infrequently executed instructions.
Fig. 7 distinguishes between the memory required

whether or not Stream-DIA uses a decoded stream victim

cache (FTB-DIA does not need a victim cache). The victim

cache is an eight-entry fully associative cache having just

320 bits; we have found that it is enough for avoiding most

situations in which two frequently executed streams try to

use a single prediction table entry. On the average, the

victim cache provides 40 percent reduction in the amount

of memory required by Stream-DIA. Due to this reduction,

the streams decoded by the Stream-DIA architecture

require an amount of memory very similar to the one

required by FTB-DIA. Using a victim cache has a negligible

impact on the amount of memory required by FTB-DIA

because the FTB does not allow overlapping fetch blocks.
We have evaluated a wide range of DIA sizes, and we

have found that 64-Kbyte DIA achieves the best perfor-

mance for both FTB-DIA and Stream-DIA. Most bench-

marks require less than 64 Kbytes to store all their decoded

instructions. The memory space required by benchmarks

175.vpr and 256.bzip2 is even less than 10 Kbytes. Only the

benchmarks 186.crafty and 197.parser require more than

64 Kbytes, forcing to occasionally flush DIA. Nevertheless,

in spite of the high amount of memory space required,

DIA flushes are not common. The benchmark 186.crafty just

flushes DIA every 38 million executed instructions in

Stream-DIA and every 42 million executed instructions in

FTB-DIA, while the benchmark 197.parser flushes it every

100 million executed instructions in Stream-DIA and every

120 million executed instructions in FTB-DIA.
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1. We do not simulate the benchmark 252.eon because we have been
unable to instrument it. In addition, we excluded 181.mcf because its
performance is very limited by data cache misses, being insensitive to
changes in the fetch and/or decoding architecture.

Fig. 7. Amount of memory (kilobytes) required to store all the
dynamically decoded fetch blocks. Both the 4-wide and the 8-wide
setup have similar behavior.



6.2 Impact on the Memory Hierarchy

Storing decoded instructions in DIA avoids the need for
decoding them again the next time they should be fetched.
The first time a decoded fetch block is requested by the
fetch engine, there should not be a compulsory miss in the
second-level cache because new decoded fetch blocks are
always introduced in the second-level cache. However, this
first access causes a compulsory miss in the first-level
instruction cache, which limits the achievable benefit.

Fig. 8 shows the total number of misses in the instruction
cache (measured in millions). The bars are divided according
to the cause of each miss. The lower part of each bar shows
instruction cache misses caused by the original nondecoded
instructions. These misses would also happen in a similar
processor not using DIA. The middle part of each bar shows
the additional instruction misses caused by conflicts with the
decoded instructions. The higher part of each bar shows
decoded instruction misses, that is, cache misses caused by
fetching already decoded instructions from DIA.

As expected, storing decoded instructions in memory
involves an increase in the total number of instruction
cache misses. This increase is closely tied to the amount of
additional information introduced in the memory. Stream-
DIA suffers from more instruction cache misses because it
requires more memory space to store the decoded instruc-
tions. However, this higher number of instruction cache
misses is just relevant for the benchmarks 186.crafty and
197.parser, which are the ones that require more memory
space.

The increase in the number of instruction cache misses is
especially high for the benchmark 186.crafty. This bench-
mark flushes DIA several times. Every DIA flush forces our
architecture to start again the process of decoding instruc-
tions and storing them in memory, which causes more
instruction cache misses. There is also a high increase for
the benchmark 255.vortex due to the fact that the original
nondecoded instructions already cause a high number of
cache misses when DIA is not used. On the contrary, the
benchmark 197.parser suffers from a relatively low number
of cache misses. This benchmark requires a high amount of
memory to store all the decoded instructions, but there is
just a small subset of them that are frequently executed,
thus limiting the amount of cache misses caused.

On the average, more than 90 percent additional cache
misses are compulsory, that is, they are not due to conflicts
in the cache, but to the fact that the decoded instructions

have never been introduced in the instruction cache before.
The benchmark 186.crafty is the only one that suffers from a
significant amount of additional misses due to conflicts
between the original nondecoded instructions and the
decoded instructions.

The higher number of instruction cache misses has little
impact on the dynamic energy consumption of the instruc-
tion cache. Although the number of instruction cache
misses is higher using DIA, it is still much lower than the
total number of instruction cache accesses. We have
measured, using CACTI [18], that the average increase in
the instruction cache energy consumption is less than
2 percent for 0.10-�m technology. This slight increase in
energy consumption is compensated by the overall reduc-
tion in the fetch architecture consumption due to our
simpler design, as we show in the next sections.

Moreover, the impact of our technique on the second-
level cache is minimal, in terms of both cache misses and
dynamic energy consumption. Fig. 9 shows the total number
of second-level cache misses (measured in millions). The
bars are divided according to the cause of each miss: The
program data, the decoded instructions, and the original
nondecoded instructions. Data misses are by far the most
important cause of second-level cache misses. There is just a
slight increase in the number of second-level cache misses
due to DIA. These misses should not be compulsory, since
every new decoded fetch block is introduced in the second-
level cache. Therefore, the additional misses are mostly
caused by conflicts with the data or original nondecoded
instructions stored in the second-level cache. Nevertheless,
this increase in the number of second-level cache misses is
absolutely negligible when compared with the number of
misses caused by data. Furthermore, data are the most
important source of write backs in the second-level cache,
and thus, the additional write backs generated by DIA have
no significant impact.

6.3 Decoded Instruction Coverage

Fig. 10 shows the decoded instruction coverage for
FTB-DIA, Stream-DIA, and the trace cache. We call coverage
to the percentage of correct-path executed instructions that
were fetched already decoded. The main observation from
this figure is that in spite of the increase in the number of
instruction cache misses caused by our proposal, both
FTB-DIA and Stream-DIA provides a high percentage of
already decoded instructions. On the average, the three
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Fig. 8. Instruction cache misses. Both the 4-wide and the 8-wide setup

have similar behavior.

Fig. 9. Second-level cache misses. Both the 4-wide and the 8-wide

setup have similar behavior.



evaluated architectures provide already decoded instruc-

tions more than 80 percent of the time.
Stream-DIA coverage is lower than FTB-DIA coverage

because redundancy is lower in the FTB. Although it would
seem that the presence of overlapping streams in the stream
predictor is a disadvantage, it is just this redundancy that
allows the stream fetch engine to provide higher fetch
bandwidth than the FTB fetch architecture [11], [12]. The
hysteresis counters and the decoded stream victim cache
alleviate DIA redundancy for Stream-DIA, but there is still
room for improvement.

It is interesting to note that FTB-DIA provides a coverage
close to the trace cache for the benchmark 186.crafty.
Although there is a great amount of instructions that
should be decoded for this benchmark, they are more
problematic for the trace cache than for DIA because the
total number and size of traces in the trace cache is limited
by the hardware implementation. Since the maximum trace
size is fixed, part of the available space in the trace cache is
wasted due to traces that are shorter than the maximum
size, while all the DIA space can be exploited to store
decoded instructions. These data make us think that
FTB-DIA would still provide close coverage to the trace
cache when executing benchmarks with larger workloads.

6.4 Branch Predictor Behavior

DIA depends not only on the memory hierarchy but also on
the branch predictor. Since DIA is guided by the branch
predictor, the length of the basic prediction unit determines
the length of the blocks of decoded instructions stored in
DIA, and thus, it is an important factor of front-end
performance.

Fig. 11 shows the average number of instructions per
prediction for the evaluated fetch architectures. Instruction
traces are the longer prediction unit. The higher number of
instructions per prediction enables the trace cache architec-
ture to achieve a higher fetch bandwidth. In other words,
the trace cache is the fastest fetch architecture evaluated.
Instruction streams are shorter than traces because they can
only contain a single taken branch. However, streams are
never broken by not taken branches, and thus, they are
longer than FTB fetch blocks, making the stream fetch engine
faster than the FTB architecture.

However, a fast fetch architecture is not enough to assure
high performance. Providing a lot of instructions per cycle
is useless if these instructions do not belong to the correct
execution path. Therefore, branch prediction accuracy is
another vital factor of front-end performance.

Fig. 12 shows the branch misprediction rate of the three
evaluated branch predictors. On the average, all of them
provide accurate predictions, since the average mispredic-
tion rate is below 4 percent. However, they are not equally
accurate. The FTB provides the most accurate predictions
due to the perceptron algorithm, while the trace predictor is
the least accurate. This means that although the trace cache
provides more instructions per cycle, there are a higher
number of those instructions that are discarded due to
branch mispredictions.

The general trend in the evaluated fetch architectures is
that the more accurate the branch predictor is, the less
instructions per prediction it provides. It cannot be
considered a strict rule, since different fetch architectures
would have different behaviors, but evaluating it is out of
the scope of this work. The main observation from these
data is that, as we show in the next section, the ability of
fetching more instructions per cycle is compensated by a
lower accuracy, leading to a scenario in which the three
architectures provide similar performance.

6.5 Processor Performance

DIA fetches already decoded instructions from memory. This
makes it possible to bypass the decoding logic, which
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Fig. 11. Prediction unit length. Both the 4-wide and the 8-wide setup

have similar behavior.

Fig. 12. Branch misprediction rate. Both the 4-wide and the 8-wide setup

have similar behavior.

Fig. 10. Percentage of correct-path instructions that were fetched
already decoded (coverage). Both the 4-wide and the 8-wide setup have
similar behavior.



improves performance and saves energy. However, the
disadvantage of our technique is that it increases the total

number of instruction cache misses, limiting the performance
gain. Fig. 13 examines this trade-off. It shows the perfor-
mance achieved by FTB-DIA and Stream-DIA, as well as the
performance achieved by our trace cache model as the
relative comparison point. Data are measured in micro-
operations per cycle (UPC) and provided for both the 4-wide
and the 8-wide processor setup. In addition, the shadowed

part of each bar shows the performance achieved by any of
the fetch architectures when the decoding capabilities are
disabled, i.e., when all fetched instructions must always be
decoded.

FTB-DIA and Stream-DIA provide important perfor-
mance improvements. The average improvement of adding
the DIA decoding capabilities in the 4-wide processor setup

is 5 percent for both DIA implementations. This improve-
ment is close to the 7 percent achieved by the trace cache.
The improvement provided by our decoding architecture is
higher for the 8-wide processor setup. The bottleneck
caused by decoding instructions is a more limiting factor
for this wider processor, which requires a higher number of

instructions to keep its execution engine busy. On the
average, the improvement of adding decoding capabilities
to the 8-wide processor is 14 percent for both FTB-DIA and
Stream-DIA. Once again, this performance improvement is

close to the 16 percent improvement that can be achieved
using a trace cache. Furthermore, these improvements are
very close to an ideal decoding mechanism (not shown in
the figures). On the average, FTB-DIA, Stream-DIA, and the
trace cache suffer from less than 2 percent slowdown
against an ideal decoding mechanism able to decode as
many instructions per cycle as the processor width.

6.6 Fetch Engine Complexity

Overall, both FTB-DIA and Stream-DIA achieve perfor-
mance close to our trace cache model: They are just around
2 percent slower than the trace cache. In addition, FTB-DIA
and Stream-DIA achieve these performance results at a
lower complexity than the trace cache. There are only two
structures in the critical path of the fetch engines used by
FTB-DIA and Stream-DIA: The branch predictor and the
instruction cache. In these fetch architectures, decoded
fetch blocks are mapped sequentially in memory and read
from the instruction cache. On the contrary, instruction
traces are not mapped sequentially in memory; they must
be built and stored in a special-purpose hardware buffer.
The need for a secondary fetch engine to build traces is
exactly the main source of complexity of the trace cache
architecture.

Fig. 14 shows a comparative diagram of the three
evaluated fetch architectures. It becomes intuitively clear
that Stream-DIA is the simpler implementation. The branch
predictor and the instruction cache are the only structures
in the critical path of the processor. In addition, there is just
a branch prediction structure—the stream predictor—that
works in conjunction with a RAS. FTB-DIA shares the same
simple predictor-cache structure, but the branch predictor is
more complex, since it requires separate tables for indirect
and conditional branches.

The trace cache is the more complex implementation.
The trace predictor (along with the RHS) and the trace cache
have a predictor-cache structure that is similar to the stream
predictor one. However, as mentioned above, a secondary
path is required to build traces. The complexity of the
interleaved BTB and the RAS is close to the trace predictor
itself, and thus, the trace cache architecture requires almost
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Fig. 13. Processor performance (microoperations per cycle). The

shadowed part of each bar shows the performance achieved by any

of the fetch architectures when the decoding capabilities are disabled.

(a) 4-wide processor. (b) 8-wide processor.

Fig. 14. Complexity comparison.



twice the prediction resources used by Stream-DIA.
Furthermore, additional resources are required to build
instruction traces (trace buffers). Nevertheless, the higher
complexity of the trace cache is alleviated by the lack of a
separate first-level instruction cache. This solution has been
adopted by real processor implementations [1].

We use CACTI [18] to measure the chip area required by
the three evaluated fetch architectures as an approximation
of their complexity. In order to increase the accuracy of the
obtained measures, we have modified CACTI to model
tagless structures and to work with setups expressed in bits
instead of bytes. Our tool allows modeling all the structures
required by the fetch engine of FTB-DIA, Stream-DIA, and
the trace cache, including the prediction tables, the
instruction and trace caches, the FTQ, etc. The full set of
modeled structures is shown in Fig. 14.

Using 0.10-�m technology parameters, our results point
out that Stream-DIA requires much less chip area than the
other fetch architectures. FTB-DIA requires 18 percent more
area than Stream-DIA due to its more complex predictor
structure, while the trace cache requires 40 percent more area
than Stream-DIA due to its need for a secondary fetch engine
to build traces. Although interconnection wires between
structures are not modeled, we consider that Stream-DIA
would not require more area for them than FTB-DIA or the
trace cache due to the relatively simpler bus layout.

6.7 Energy Consumption

Providing already decoded instructions makes it possible to
save energy consumption, since the decoding logic is
unused most of the time. We do not provide energy results
of the CISC decoders because their layouts depend on
particular machine implementations and not all details are
public. Nevertheless, since FTB-DIA, Stream-DIA, and the
trace cache provide already decoded instructions more than
80 percent of the time, it seems clear that using any of them
will involve an important reduction in the energy con-
sumption of the decoding hardware.

This reduction in the decoding consumption is not the only
benefit of DIA. The lower complexity of the fetch architecture
required by DIA also involves a reduction in the fetch engine
consumption if compared with the trace cache. The higher
trace cache consumption comes mainly from the need for a
secondary fetch engine to build traces. When there is a miss in
the trace cache, instructions must be fetched, decoded, and
packed into a trace from a secondary source. This second
fetch engine increases energy consumption compared to a
system that always fetches instructions from the same
location, like the FTB or the stream predictor. The latter has
the particular advantage that it only uses a next-stream
predictor, not needing the separate conditional and indirect
branch predictors required by FTB-DIA. The next-stream
predictor is not more complex that the trace predictor [19],
which guarantees that Stream-DIA can achieve the same
clock speed than the trace cache, if not higher.

In order to estimate the energy efficiency of the three
fetch engines evaluated in this paper, we use our modified
CACTI version to model the static energy consumption of
all the structures required by the three evaluated architec-
tures. These structures are shown in Fig. 14. Other
structures such as the L2 cache, the write buffer, and the

TLB suffer from minimal variation in energy consumption,
and thus, they have no significant impact.

The static consumption results provided by CACTI

represent, for each fetch engine structure, an approximation
to the average consumption per access. After getting these

results, we use our simulation tool to collect statistics about

the number of dynamic lookup and update accesses to each
structure. Both static consumption and dynamic accesses

are then combined to obtain a measure of energy efficiency
along program execution.

According to our estimations, Stream-DIA is the most

energy-efficient architecture evaluated. FTB-DIA consumes
21 percent more energy than Stream-DIA due to its more

complex predictor, while the trace cache consumes
36 percent more energy than Stream-DIA because a

secondary fetch engine is required to build traces. Conse-

quently, Stream-DIA proves to be an interesting complexity-
effective architecture to implement CISC processors with

variable-length ISAs due to its good performance results
and its lower overall complexity.

7 RELATED WORK

The trace cache fetch architecture is the result of a two-
decade evolution. The fill unit [28] is one of the first

attempts to dynamically collect already decoded instruc-
tions and store them in a special-purpose cache. A lot of

research effort has been devoted to enhance the design of
this special-purpose storage, leading to strategies like the

decoded instruction cache [2], the microoperation cache
[29], or the trace cache itself [3], [4], [5]. Finally, this

evolution has made possible an actual physical implemen-

tation in the Intel Pentium 4 processor [1].
The trace cache does not eliminate the complex instruc-

tion decoder from the processor design, but it makes it

possible to remove instruction decoding from the critical
path, also allowing the decoder to be simplified. Our

decoding architecture exploits the same idea: Already
decoded instructions are fetched from DIA, allowing to

bypass the decoder. Although removing the complex
decoding logic from the critical path is not a new approach

for the design of CISC microprocessors, we propose an

innovative and straightforward implementation. The main
advantage of our proposal is its simplicity, since it requires

minimal hardware/software support. DIA uses hardware
mechanisms already existing in current processor designs,

not needing complex additional structures. Our proposal
just requires adding some fields to the branch prediction

tables, as well as to modify the L2 bus arbiter and include
the DIA pointer, whose management logic is simple.

In general, DIA requires less hardware implementation

cost than the trace cache. DIA does not need a special-

purpose buffer to store the decoded instructions, since they
are sequentially stored in the memory. As a consequence,

DIA does not need a secondary fetch engine for fetching
instructions in case of a miss in the special-purpose cache.

This involves reducing the chip area and energy consump-
tion, also avoiding problems with the chip temperature,

since the trace cache is a well-known hot spot.
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7.1 Software Code Caching

Techniques for code caching have not only been implemented
in hardware. Dynamo [7] is a dynamic optimization system
that is implemented entirely in software. Frequently executed
instruction sequences are detected and stored in a fixed-size
memory area. These instructions, namely, the hot code, are
processed to create optimized sequences of instructions,
called fragments. Fragments are stored in the memory by a
linking mechanism, which also connects fragment exit
branches to other fragments in the memory if possible.

DAISY [30] is a system designed to emulate existing
architectures, making it possible that binaries generated
for a particular architecture run on a simple VLIW core
without requiring any modification. When a new part of
the code is executed for the first time, it is translated to the
VLIW instruction set and stored in a special part of the
main memory by a virtual machine monitor. Caching the
translated instructions in the memory prevents subsequent
executions of the same part of the code from requiring
translation again.

DELI [31] also caches a copy of the program being
executed, but this is done for a different purpose. DELI
makes it possible to observe and manipulate the instruc-
tions of the running program just before they are executed.
In this way, DELI allows fine-grain control over the
execution of programs by providing an interface to the
layer between hardware and the execution of software,
simplifying the design of client programs such as micro-
architecture emulators.

The Transmeta Crusoe processor [8] uses a software layer,
namely, Code Morphing, which is similar in spirit to DAISY.
Code Morphing enables x86 instructions to be executed in a
VLIW hardware core. The native instruction set of the VLIW
core bears no resemblance to the x86 instruction set.
However, Code Morphing translates the instructions and
stores them in the memory, making it possible to reutilize
them and, at the same time, enabling dynamic optimization.

BOA [32] is a second-generation DAISY architecture that
is based on collecting and exploiting runtime system
information in order to dynamically optimize code and
reoptimize it for specific workload behavior. The dynamic
runtime optimization system is executed on a simple
architecture designed to achieve high frequency. In addi-
tion, the dynamic compilation system allows customizing
the underlying execution engine and completely redefines
the hardware interface, while maintaining binary compat-
ibility at the software level.

It is interesting to note that all these systems suffer from
software overhead. On the contrary, DIA takes advantage of
hardware mechanisms already existing in the processor, not
needing a software layer to manage its operation. In this
sense, DIA is an interesting contribution to code caching
systems because it could automatize critical tasks and
reduce software overhead. Although evaluating particular
alternatives is out of the scope of this paper, this would be
an interesting research field for future work.

For instance, in the case of Dynamo, fragment manage-
ment would be considerably simpler using DIA. Since our
proposal is guided by the branch predictor, the instruction
sequences are naturally linked by the program control flow.

DIA relies on the inherent capability of the branch predictor
and the instruction cache to detect instruction locality and
keep the most frequently executed instructions.

An additional advantage of our proposal is that DIA is
not allocated in a fixed architecture-specified address. DIA
is allocated by the operating system for the program being
executed. The operating system involvement makes it
possible for our architecture to use the hardware TLB
translation and benefit from the operating system paging
mechanism, just requiring to modify the operating system
loader. Therefore, our technique does not need a software
layer to manage DIA. Combining DIA with Code Morphing
or DAISY would not allow entirely removing the software
layer, but it would allow simplifying it and reducing the
overhead.

7.2 Dynamic Code Optimization

Dynamic code optimization is a common feature of all these
techniques. Both Dynamo and Code Morphing can dynami-
cally optimize the instruction sequences stored in the
memory. The trace cache functionality can also be expanded
to include dynamic code optimization [33] but without
suffering from software overhead. The rePLay [34] archi-
tecture uses a front end derived from the trace cache to
generate long traces, called frames, which are dynamically
optimized. Frames are stored in a frame cache and treated as
atomic regions, potentially increasing the aggressiveness of
the optimizations. PARROT [35] is a more recent proposal
that gradually optimizes instruction traces, using a selective
approach to apply complex mechanisms only upon the most
frequently executed traces. This allows not only to improve
the processor performance but also to reduce the trace cache
energy consumption.

In-pipeline dynamic optimizers [36], [37] do not require
any additional special-purpose storage; they just need a
table-based hardware optimizer. These techniques do not
divide the program into traces or frames but do continuous
optimization, considering the full program as a whole and
thus improving the quality of the optimizations performed.
However, in-pipeline optimizers are on the critical path of
the processor. Although it is out of the scope of this paper,
dynamically optimizing instruction sequences before storing
them in DIA is an interesting research topic for future work.
DIA could be used to combine the best of the two worlds:
Optimizations are done out of the critical path, in the commit
stage like in trace cache architectures, but without needing a
hardware trace cache to store the optimized code. Contin-
uous optimization techniques can also be applied to improve
the quality of the optimized code stored in DIA.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The decoding logic is a performance bottleneck not only for
x86-based processors but also for other CISC processors
and vector processors. This bottleneck will become more
severe due to the current technology trend toward deeper
pipelines and higher clock frequencies. Hardware code
caching architectures like the trace cache [3], [4], [5]
overcome this problem by storing and fetching already
decoded instructions. This approach removes the decoding
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logic from the critical path, but it is achieved at the cost of
increasing the processor front-end complexity.

In this paper, we propose to store the decoded instruc-

tions not in a special-purpose hardware buffer but in a

fixed-size memory area allocated by the operating system,
reducing the front-end design complexity. Our proposal

takes advantage of hardware structures already existing in

the processor, extending the branch prediction mechanism
with the ability to provide the memory address where a

decoded version of the predicted instructions is stored. This

strategy enables the fetch engine to provide already
decoded instructions from the memory hierarchy, over-

coming the decoding bottleneck.
In addition, our proposal can be combined with any

branch prediction mechanism. We describe how to combine
our decoding architecture with the FTB branch prediction

architecture [9], [10] and with the stream fetch engine [11],
[12]. Both combinations provide an average of 14 percent

performance improvement in an 8-wide processor, which is

comparable to the improvement achieved by using the
more complex trace cache, but requiring less chip area and

less energy consumption. On the average, our results show

that Stream-DIA is the best trade-off between performance
and complexity.

Furthermore, this is only a first step in this research line.

Although we focus on storing decoded instructions, our

proposal enables a plethora of future possibilities. It is
possible to apply dynamic optimizations before storing the

instructions in the memory, in a similar way as done by

rePLay with frames [34] but without needing a special-
purpose frame cache. It is also possible to apply continuous

optimization techniques [36], [37] out of the critical
processor path. More elaborate possibilities can be designed,

such as rescheduling instructions to increase the available

instruction-level parallelism, remapping instructions to
improve the performance of the fetch engine, and even

translating instructions into a different instruction set

architecture.
These alternatives can be implemented using our archi-

tecture in isolation or combining it with existing systems like

DAISY [30], Dynamo [7], and Code Morphing [8]. Our

technique can contribute to the design of such systems with
a straightforward way of selecting frequently executed

instructions and managing control transfers between them.

All these possibilities, along with the relatively low im-
plementation cost required, turn our proposal into a

worthwhile complexity-effective front end architecture.
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